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extraordinary islands made to the
theory of evolution.
The exhibition, three years in
planning, appears at a time when
evolutionary theory is again the
subject of debate. While the
exhibition has received strong
backing from scientists and many
of New York’s influential
intellectual elite, organisers have
had to battle with a broader
conservatism.
Last month in Kansas, the state
board of education voted to adopt
standards for schools that say the
theory is flawed. On the other
side, voters in Pennsylvania
ousted every member of a local
school board who supported the
inclusion of the concept of
intelligent design in the
curriculum, replacing them with
members who opposed the
mandate.
Opponents of evolution have
also latched onto the recent film,
March of the Penguins, an
extraordinary natural history film
about the rigors of life for the
Antarctic emperor penguins,
which has been championed by
the Christian right as evidence of
intelligent design. The film has
proved enormously popular in the
US and is set for similar success
in Europe this winter. But the
French makers claim no higher
motive for the film than to show
the extraordinary life cycle of
these birds and, in Europe, little is
expected to be read into the film
other than that.
The anti-evolution current in the
US was initially a problem for the
New York exhibition organisers as
corporate sponsors shied away.
But the scale and eventual
support for such an in-depth
celebratory exhibition marks a
triumph for the organisers.
Niles Eldridge, the exhibition’s
curator, confirmed that the
exhibition was intended to redress
the balance in the battle between
scientists and creationist
Christians being fought across the
country. “This is for the
schoolchildren of America,” he
said. “This is the evidence of
evolution.”
Darwin. American Museum of
Natural History, New York, until
May 29, 2006. 
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Life force: A display of growing orchids highlights the fascination Darwin had with
these plants when thinking about evolution. (Photograph: AMNH.) 
Vision: Portrait of Darwin as a young
man. (Photograph: AMNH.) The European Commission cut its
teeth the hard way on the issue of
presenting science issues in the
public arena during Europe’s
outbreak of mad-cow disease in
the mid-1990s. Such was the
public’s panic and pressure on
policymakers that events often
appeared to be spinning out of
control, whether at national or
European level. Even though
health authorities implemented
safety procedures to the letter,
public officials at all levels were
generally perceived as catching
up with the crisis, reacting to it
rather than taking proactive
decisions.
At a major meeting last month,
the commission looked at the
many issues surrounding science
and the public in the hope of
building bridges for the future.
In his opening speech,
European Union research
commissioner, Janez Potocnik
said: “We need science and
technology to solve many of the
problems we face today. Clearly
research is a critical element, but
we must look more closely at the
way we communicate research
and work to improve its image
among the public.
“This has now become more
than a priority. Research
communication must become
more dynamic and engaging.”
Paul Baeyaert of the
communications firm Weber
Shandwick pointed out some of
the hard facts of the mad cow
disease episode. “You can throw
out to the public as many
incontrovertible facts and figures
as you want, but if they are not
framed the right way, you’ve lost
the battle before you’ve even
started.”
“In a crisis, it is always —
always — the emotions that
drown out scientific fact. You can
put as many scientists in white
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A recent European meeting
explored the many relationships
between science and the public
and how new insights may help.
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want, but any emotional symbol
will overpower the strongest
scientific argument.”
Alan Leshner, chief executive
officer for the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science referred to the recent
debate in the US over whether
intelligent design should be
presented as an alternative to
evolutionary theory in science
classrooms. “People have the
feeling today that science is
encroaching on their personal
beliefs and values. In areas such
as cloning and stem-cell
research, sex and the genetics of
behaviour, there is a growing
divide between what we are doing
and what the public feels is
appropriate,” he said.
But while there is growing
awareness about the complexity
of people’s resistance to science,
in other areas the public show
different views. One example of a
complex medical research issue
is that of animal experimentation.
Mark Matfield of the European
Biomedical Research Association
recounted his long experience atthe UK’s Research Defence
Council. For a decade, the RDC
based its communication strategy
on the assumption that the public
was opposed to animal
experimentation and found it
unnecessary, making it the task
of the scientific community to
inform citizens of the necessity of
such inquiry. “This is the classical
deficit model of communication,”
he said.
Deciding not to take anything
for granted, they commissioned
several surveys to discover what
the public really believed and
why. “We found that the public
had a much more sophisticated
view.”
There was a conditional
acceptance of animal
experimentation, if suffering of
the animal was minimised, if it
served a serious medical
purpose, and if alternatives were
used where possible. The issue
then became one of focusing on
the conditionality, rather than on
the actual necessity of animal
experimentation.
“It is a huge mistake to assume
what the public think,” he said.The meeting also highlighted a
novel approach to informing the
public about a science policy
issue that also gave them a
means of action. ‘Fishbase’ is a
database that records the levels
of the world’s fish stocks. “Our
aim was to improve coastal zone
management in developing
countries by giving managers
more information,” said Rainer
Froese, one of the database
team. 
Along with the common and
scientific names, there is other
information on 29,000
commercial fish species.
Fishbase has also produced a
flexible fish ruler to build
consumer awareness about fish
stocks. The tool indicates the
size fish should be when they
reproduce so that consumers can
measure whether fish for sale
have not reached adulthood. The
idea is to help consumers put
pressure on fisheries not to catch
immature fish.
It’s new tools like this that have
set Brussels thinking and backing
such wide-ranging science–public
debate.Serious issues: Mikkel Bohm, president of the European Science Events Association (EUSCEA) believes it is crucial science event
organisers take public issues seriously and makes his point at the Brussels meeting. (Photograph: European Commission.)
